Being Involved

Shannon Grandia, Adult Regional Coordinator, Regions 1 & 2

A recent Adults with TSC topic call was an open forum that took an interesting focus. With a successful TSC Day of Advocacy and Awareness Day in Maryland, March on Capitol Hill just wrapping up, and the Step Forward for a Cure TSC® walks coming soon, Jocelyn and Frank Cenna joined the call and shared their experiences. Frank is a 65-year-old adult with TSC, and his sister Jocelyn is his caretaker. Despite many medical obstacles and busy schedules Jocelyn and Frank have made being involved with the TS Alliance a priority.

During Maryland’s second TSC Day of Advocacy and Awareness, advocates ranging in age from 6 weeks old to 65 years old visited 30 offices and were recognized on the House and Senate floor of the Statehouse in Annapolis, MD. On the call Jocelyn shared how amazing the
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day was and the impact of seeing Frank with the representatives, “It is important for these representatives to see adults with TSC. It shows them TSC is a lifelong disease.”

And although health issues keep Frank and Jocelyn from walking the halls of congress themselves, they make sure to write about their journey so those who were able to visit their representatives’ offices could share their story. Jocelyn also played a vital role by assisting with scheduling the meetings with the representatives. Maryland had both Senators and four out of eight House members sign onto the Dear Colleague letter for continued Federal funding of the Tuberous Sclerosis Complex Research Program.

Next on Jocelyn and Frank’s agenda is the Step Forward for a Cure National Walk on the Mall in DC on May 5, where they play a significant role in fundraising and walking for their own team, as well as recruiting others to join the event. When asked why it is so important to be a part of the walk, Jocelyn stated they want to help the future of the many children who live with TSC. She continued, “The DC walk builds community and enables us to make new friends. The day is filled with fun activities, a fabulous walk around the monuments, good food and music.”

Jocelyn and Frank have been an important figure in the Silver Spring and Annapolis, MD TSC community for more than 20 years and joined the DC-area walks in 2012. They know the benefits of being involved and doing what they can. This TSC journey goes through many phases and there are times when Jocelyn and Frank can be more involved and times when health issues simply don’t allow. But what is important is doing what you can when you can. “Networking with caregivers and other TSC adults enables them to not feel all alone and share their stories,” said Jocelyn.

Advocates from Maryland pose with Governor Larry Hogan as part of Maryland TSC Day of Advocacy and Awareness 2019
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**Additional Resources**

*TSC Talks*, a podcast hosted by Jill Woodworth, explores tuberous sclerosis complex and other related issues. Each week Jill talks to parents/caregivers, adults affected by TSC, and other professionals about their experiences managing TSC, the challenges they’ve faced and where they find hope.

Listen to the latest episode now

TSC Global Awareness Day is May 15. To learn more and see how you can get involved in raising awareness of TSC, [click here](#).